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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,
I’ve started incorporating the best of the LayTheOdds reviews into our newsletter. So from
now on, the BST newsletter will include even more product reviews! In the Current Reviews
section of this newsletter, the LayTheOdds reviews are in violet to help differentiate them
The results, league table and profitability graph include Tuesday evening reports, making the
newsletter as up to date as possible when you receive the newsletter on the Wednesday
morning.
Turf Wars has got back to winning ways! You can get your FREE 5-day trial of it here....
Bonus Bagging, from LayTheOdds has shown great profit in the three weeks of the review.
We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers Corner at
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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New Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Winning Formula Exposed –
Introduction
3rd July 2011

Inspector Aris - Introduces Winning Formula Exposed
1st July 2011
Hi bloggers!
This is Inspector Aris and I will be reviewing a horse racing system by
Manish Michael and Steve Davidson, called Winning Formula Exposed.
Many people like me when it comes to horse racing systems they don‟t like
going through forms, ratings and long lists of stats and they prefer simple
rules to follow so before we start I think it is better for you to know that
what we have here is a system based on simple rules and not stats
analysis.
Winning Formula Exposed is a 33 page pdf where everything looks so clear
about the strategy and rules involved in this system. Only 2 pages
describes the strategy and the rules and all the other pages are examples
of races we bet and races we don‟t bet so to understand the rules better.
Also there are some video tutorials that make everything look simple
enough to understand.
There is no in play betting and it takes less than a minute to find our
selections at specific period before the race starts. Once we bet on our
selections we just move on to the next race. We bet on the same selection
in both Win and Place markets and that is something that I like a lot
because when it comes to losing streaks there is a big possibility to save
money by success in Place markets. Also when we have winning streaks
the profits gets bigger.
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The selection rules for Winning Formula Exposed are simple enough and
without the need of any other stats sites you can check everything from
Betfair„s coupon page or other bookmaker. Even newbies that dont have a
clue about horse racing can follow this system and the rules described. It is
not so easy to implement this strategy in a betting bot for auto betting but
because you have to wait for the exact time before the race starts to find
the correct selection you will have to stay in front of the pc screen all day
long and this is something “painful”. The authors use 1pt flat level stakes
in the results they publish on the Winning Formula Exposed website and
this is what we are going to use with a starting bank of 100pts in our
review.
For £69.95 this system is promising that you can have a second income
on a regular basis. This is not a get rich quick scheme and the results of
the last 7 months that are published are a proof of this but here we are
going to start a 56 days testing on this to see if it is really working!

[Click here to see Winning Formula Exposed]
[Click here to see Winning Formula Exposed review pages]
Cheers,
Inspector Aris
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Final Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

The Racing Tipsters –
Final Review
4th July 2011

Hi Bloggers
So we have now reached Day 56 of this review of The Racing Tipsters and
as mentioned previously I have had to give it a FAIL as it finished 16.5
points down for the review period or left us with $835 from a $1000
starting bank having $10 flat bets. However, there were some individual
tipsters that performed well throughout the course of the review so it may
be worth investigating whether they are able to be followed individually
going forward.
Tipster
Runners Winners
Diamond
146
08
RacingDiamond
Tips

Result
-1-22

$
-10-220

Henry Rix

1

1

1.2

12

Horse King

6

1

5

50

Insider tips

20

1

-7.9

-79

Marvellous
Marv

82

8

-49

-490

10

2

23

230

Outside
Chance
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Paul Emmott

11

2

-1

-10

Phil Whitman

49

8

19.5

195

Racing Winners 24

3

-10.5

-105

Top Racing
Tips

80

23

27.2

272

20

2

-1

-10

Value Bets

Finished the review with a flourish, up 14.5 points for the 5 days or $145.
Top Racing Tips was the best performing of the tipsters over the trial of
The Racing Tipsters with just over 27 points of profit or $272. Outside
Chance was second best with 23 points or $230 profit, qualified by the fact
that all of their bets were 2 points so the results are probably magnified
slightly. Phil Whitman was a rock throughout the whole trial period and
probably the one I‟d be most inclined to follow going forward though Top
Racing Tips gave out consistent winners but a lot of them 2/1 or shorter.
Marvellous Marv was by far the weakest tipster with a loss of 49 points or
$490 over the trial period.
So again that is the end of the 56 day trial and I am going to have to fail
The Racing Tipsters service overall with it being down 16.5 points or $165
for the review period.
Regards
Inspector Steve

[Click here to see The Racing Tipsters.....]

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Laying Spring Profits –
Final Review Summary

Sergeant Tony-Reviews Laying Spring Profits
30th June 2011

Hi Bloggers,
Today is 31st May and the final day of the three
months for this system review.
You will no doubt be familiar with Chris Castell and his Laying Winter
Profits, Laying Summer Profits and Laying Autumn Profits systems. In a
somewhat unsurprising move, Chris rounded off the whole offering by
announcing the launch of Laying Spring Profits!
Laying Spring Profits runs from 1 March to 31 May and therefore completes
the whole twelve month cycle. In March, Laying Spring Profits concentrates
on UK National Hunt racing, whilst in April and May Laying Spring
Profits concentrates on UK Flat racing. For all three months, the lay odds
must lie between 1.75 and 6.30 on Betfair and Chris recommends only
putting your lays on a few minutes before the off, to ensure that you can
get within this price range. Laying Spring Profits will select horses to lay
regardless of their price, so it is quite usual to receive lots of selections for
the day that do not end up as qualifying selections because their price is
above or below this recommended price range. To keep things simple,
Chris uses the Betfair SP when calculating his results, but users of Laying
Spring Profits may well obviously get better or worse prices dependent
upon the time at which they place their bets.
[Click here to see Laying Spring Profits.....]
There were 92 days in the review period from1st March to 31 st May. Of
those 92 days, there were 15 days with no qualifying selections and 77
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days with qualifying selections. We had a total of 350 selections of which
257 won money for us (i.e. they lost their races) and 93 lost money for us
(i.e. they won their races). That gives us an effective strike rate of 73%
(equals 257/350).
Throughout the review we staked £100 on each qualifying selection so that
£100 equals 1 point at level stakes. After the three months of our review
period we recorded a loss of -£1,748 which equates to -17.48 points at
level stakes. This is not what the title of the system implies should have
happened!
At the end of the first month, March, we were £805 in profit (8.05 points)
and at the end of the second month (April) we were still £677 in profit
(6.77 points). It all went Pete Tong in May, where we lost a bundle, to put
it mildly. Chris said that he had never experienced such a bad month of
losses before, but the facts are the facts, as far as our review goes.
The longest consecutive winning run was 20 (we had runs of 15, 12, 11
and 10 on occasions). Believe it or not, our longest consecutive losing run
was only 4 – and this only happened twice! The „problem‟ with this system
is that the upper odds limit is set quite high in my opinion (at 6.30) so you
don‟t need too many lays to go wrong at that price before you start losing
large amounts. If a lay wins the race at 6.30 then you obviously need
another 5.3 selections to lose their races to break even again. That said,
the system was in profit for the first two months of the review, so it may
well be that we were just unlucky in May – only time and next year will tell.
The basic system (an easy to understand manual, together with some
really comprehensive videos showing you how to use Laying Spring Profits)
costs £97 and you have the option to receive the selections by email every
day for £198 or £75 per month. On that basis, we would need to have
made £97 profit to break even on the manual or £295 to break even on the
email selections option. Obviously, as we did not make any profit, these
break even figures are somewhat redundant. We cannot calculate a return
on liability as we did not make a return!
The manual was very easy to understand and the videos left no doubts as
to how to use the system, so full marks to Chris for that side of the deal.
The emails were always prompt and reliable, the website results were
regularly updated and Chris was quick and helpful in his responses to
emails and phone calls with my questions. All in all, Chris offers superb
support for all of his systems and is extremely approachable and quick to
respond to questions (this is the third of his systems that I have reviewed).
He gets full marks for all these areas, which is a shame, as the system was
unable to make us any money!
Chris is very keen to point out that he regards all four of his systems as
being part of a whole „package‟ which punters can use to bet all year
around. If one of the ‟seasons‟ does wobble a little, it should be recouped
by the next ‟seasonal‟ system. This is an interesting approach. There are
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many systems out there that only look at All Weather racing, or only look
at Flat or NH racing, so there is a lot of merit in his approach of using a
month by month set of rules and criteria to allow for different conditions
etc.
Despite all of the plus points, with a loss of this size there is no other result
but Failed.
[Click here to see Laying Spring Profits.....]
I am reviewing Laying Summer Profits next, so let‟s hope that it fares a
little better!
Kind regards
Sgt Tony
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Lay Hounds Final Review
5th July 2011

Review Manager David-Reviews Lay Hounds
Hi Bloggers
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Apologise for the lateness of the Final Review but
I have been monitoring the results of the Lay
Hounds service since the actual review ended to
see if there was any improvement but from 21st
June to 2nd July inclusive there was 20 selections
of which 15 were winning lays this is a 75%
strike rate which is actually less than what I
achieved on the review, this would have
added an additional loss of 8.97 points if I had
carried on.
So what is Lay Hounds?
Well it‟s an e-mail service that provides on average two greyhounds to lay
per day Monday to Sunday but Sundays were always no selections.
The Lay Hounds service advised laying no higher than 8/1 but this is the
bookies price not Betfair odds. The major problem with laying greyhounds
is that you do not have Betfair SP you can check, so prices can be
haphazard. The actual percentage difference between the Betfair lay and
the bookies win price is even greater than the horses and throw in liquidity
issues as greyhounds are a very much a poor cousin when you compare
the amount of money staked on a horse race it is not an easy business
laying greyhounds..
The best I could do was to follow the live betting on Betfair and get the
best lay price available in the last minute before the race was due to start,
due to time difference I could not cover all the races but I got prices in
over 80 % of them so I was able to work out an average lay odds in
relation to the industry price. Now I said at the start that I would be
working to no more than 11.00 on the lay market if I show the you the
prices of some of the selections below I think you will see why:
15/05/2011Romford
21/04/2011Belle Vue
09/05/2011Romford
26/05/2011Romford
02/06/2011Sheffield
17/06/2011Monmore

21:04
20:25
19:26
16:08
11:57
15:29

ISP
Lambstown Brett 9.00
Swift Pixy
6.00
Jaytee Hawk
6.00
Laurens Lilly
7.00
Dualla Caoimhe
9.00
Boher Princess
9.00

Betfair
25.00
42.00
12.50
15.50
38.00
14.50

Although none of the above selections won it would have made a serious
dent in the starting bank if one of those had gone in, if you had followed
the Lay Hounds service advice and layed any selection 8/1 ISP or under the
Betfair Price lay odds would have been 47.50% higher on all bets by
implementing the Betfair odds of not greater than 11.00 I managed to
reduce this to 29.3% still high though. Anyway without further ado let‟s
see what happened during the 56 day review here are the stats for my
method of not greater than 11.00 to lay on Betfair.
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Lay Hounds to Maximum Betfair Lay Odds of 11.00
Selections 77 / 63 winning Lays = 81.82% Strike Rate
Longest winning Run = 18 (Once), 9 (Once)
Longest Losing Run = 1 (14 times)
Average Lay Price of Selection = 7.33
Average SP of Selection = 5.67
Average Lay Price of Losers = 6.45
Average SP of Losing Lays = 5.04
Profit/Loss = minus 16.51 points
Return on Liability = minus 3.39%
Return On Investment = minus 21.44%
Although the strike rate was not bad it was not sufficient when you have an
average lay price on your losing bets of 6.45, if it had obtained prices close
to the industry one it might have broken even or made a point or two but
we know this is not going to happen but once in a while but not on a
regular basis, it should be noted that the results were been shown to the
industry price on the webpage so could catch some people out. Moving on
how did the profit and loss for Lay Hounds work out over the 8 weeks let‟s
look at the graph below:

Not great, the highest profit it made was 6.79 points when it reached
56.79 points in Week 5 this was with a 50 point starting bank, after week 5
it was downhill if we had continued with the review we would have seen
the line drop further down and see half of our starting bank missing. To be
fair let‟s see what the stats show if you just layed any selection 8/1 or
under:
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Lay Hounds results to 8/1 or under
Selections 83 / 69 winning Lays = 83.12% Strike Rate
Longest winning Run = 19 (Once), 10 (Once)
Longest Losing Run = 1 (14 times)
Average Lay Price of Selection = 8.57
Average SP of Selection = 5.81
Average Lay Price of Losers = 6.45
Average SP of Losing Lays = 5.04
Profit/Loss = minus 10.81 points
Return on Liability = minus 1.72%
Return On Investment = minus 13.02%
Well as we can see there is a few changes from the previous approach
namely a 5.70 points improvement in the profit and Loss column, better
strike rate, ROI and ROL but to nullify this the average lay price increased
by 1.23 points and even the SP increased another 0.77 points, so you
could have reduced your losses by taking a chance on laying the high odds
greyhounds mentioned earlier. Let‟s have a look at the graph for this one:

The lines are not quite so sharp at the highest point it almost reached a 10
points profit and now it lies just over 10 points down so the 6 additional
winning bets helped things a little but the graph would look a lot more
dramatic if one of the large odds obliged - would there be sufficient left in
the kitty?.

Conclusion
First of all I would like to say that I received the e-mail selections well on
time and not once was a day missed out even when there was no
selections so well done to Betfan for that.
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So how much does the service cost? Currently you can get at the time of
writing this review a 50% discount for the first 28 days so it will cost you
25 pounds thereafter it is 50 pounds for 28 days. We had 19 non betting
days this was due to no selections on a Sunday , plus several greyhounds
not qualifying due to being outside the 8/1 maximum odds.
I was hoping to report that I had found a different sport we could make
money on, but in the end the service did not deliver and there are issues
with liquidity and wild variations in odds between the bookies and the
Betfair Lays which you have to contend with.
So after 56 days the Lay Hounds service lost on both ways and even
following results after the review there was no encouragement as the
results were worse than the review period, so I am afraid it‟s a failed and
jailed for this one.
Regards,
Review Manager David
[Click here to see Lay Hounds....]
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Message from Admin, Gordon
IMPORTANT NEWS ABOUT A CURRENT REVIEW
Hello everyone,
Normally I would not start shouting about something so soon, but I felt I had to make an exception
in this case!
You see our reviewer Magnifique has been reviewing a service called Bonus Bagging, as you can
guess from the title it is all about using the special offers from bookmakers etc to make some free
money, and a lot of the time it is totally risk free!
Magnifique has recently posted week 3 of his review over on laytheodds.com, and I strongly urge
you to take a look. Already his starting bank of £250.00 stands at £440.50, that’s a profit of over
£190.00, with practically no risk involved whatsoever!
So why not take a look http://laytheodds.com/tag/bonus-bagging/
I don’t think you will be disappointed! Good luck and best wishes,
Gordon
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Current Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
This section covers all the current reviews being conducted and gives a quick insight how each
review is performing. The data in Black is from BettingSystemTruths.com. The data in Dark
Violet is from LayTheOdds.com
Systems: These are a set of rules that are used to make selection criteria. These rules are hard
and fast without room for interpretation or discretion.
Methods or Strategies: These services are based upon loose rules or advices that are applied,
with skill, by the user of the service.
Tips: You receive tips from the service provider of back or lay bets and you back the tips to
the recommended stakes or to level stakes.

2020 Cricket Trading

Reviewer Sgt Aris

Trading Method/Strategy

Nothing reported again this week
Up to day 20

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

2,500 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,993.70

-506.30

See the 2020 Cricket Trading Review pages here…
See the 2020 Cricket Trading Sales pages here…

BackandLay

Reviewer Gordon

Back & Lay Tipping Service

No improvement for this service
Up to Day 34

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

-69.35

192.40

-807.60

See the BackandLay Review pages here…
See the BackandLay Sales pages here…
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Backing Star Selection
Up to day 84
Plan C

Reviewer RM Dave

This Week

Backing Tipping Service

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

159.95

59.95

See the Backing Star Selection Review pages here…
See the Backing Star Selection Sales pages here…

Betfair Success Formula

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Laying Method/Strategy

Review suspended until the start of the new football season
Up to day 63

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

159.64

59.64

See the Betfair Success Formula Review pages here…
See the Betfair Success Formula Sales pages here…

Betting Pro Trades

Reviewer Insp. Stuart

Trading Tips

Nothing reported this week
Up to day 7

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£2,000 Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,925.75

-74.25

See the Betting Pro Trades Review pages here…
See the Betting Pro Trades Sales pages here…

Betting Profits

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Backing System

Review suspended until the start of the new football season
Up to day 57
Soccer System

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

0.00

1,446.62

446.62

See the Betting Profits Review pages here…
See the Betting Profits Sales pages here…
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Bonus Bagging

Reviewer Insp. Magnifique

Free Bet Alerts

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to week 3

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£250 Start Bank

P/L

46.00

440.50

190.50

See the Bonus Baging Review pages here…
See the Bonus Bagging Sales pages here…

Expected Profits

Reviewer Insp. John

Back & Lay Tipping Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 7

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

-24.63

75.37

-24.63

Main Lay Bets

5.24

105.24

5.24

Main E/W Bets

-12.00

88.00

-12.00

Main Naps

2.98

102.98

2.98

Greyhound Back

-5.52

94.48

-5.52

Greyhound Lay

18.10

118.10

18.10

Additional Bets

4.12

104.12

4.12

-11.71

688.29

-11.71

Main Back Bets

Totals

See the Expected Winners Review pages here…
See the expected Winners Sales pages here…

Full Time Betting Income

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

This service has gone into a loss now
Up to Day 33

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

200 point Start Bank

P/L

-1.61

197.52

-2.48

See the Full Time Betting Income Review pages here…
See the Full Time Betting Income pages here…
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Laying Summer Profits

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

A better week
Up to Day 34

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£2000 Start Bank

P/L

95.00

1,941.00

-59.00

See the Laying Summer Profits Review pages here…
See the Laying Summer Profits Sales pages here…

Major League Profits

Reviewer Insp. Lucien

Backing Tips Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to week 3

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£20 Start Bank

P/L

15.15

33.30

13.30

See the Major League Profits Review pages here…
See the Major League Profits Sales pages here…

My Lucky 15

Reviewer Sgt Rob

Backing Tipping Service

A profitable week, but a loss overall
Up to day 46

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

200 point Start Bank

P/L

55.52

136.52

-63.48

See the My Lucky 15 Review pages here…
See the My Lucky 15 Sales pages here…

Pro Betfair Trading

Reviewer Insp. Rich

Trading Strategy/Method

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 12

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

500 points Start Bank

P/L

-6.74

508.21

8.21

See the Pro Betfair Trading Review pages here…
See the Pro Betfair Trading Sales pages here…
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Rate The Races

Reviewer Sgt Lucian

Software Backing System

Strategies have changed mid-review! Strategy 1 seems to have disappeared!
Strategy 2 is stop at 1 point profit. There is a strategy 3 – but I'm not sure what it is
Up to day 63

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Strategy 1

0.00

27.96

-72.04

Strategy 2

26.31

122.03

22.03

See the Rate The Races Review pages here…
See the Rate The Races Sales pages here…

Rebel Betting

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Automated Method/Strategy

Just one arb, basically this review is waiting for new football season
Up to day 19

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

2000 point Start Bank

P/L

2.20

2,357.95

357.95

See the RebelBetting Review pages here…
See the RebelBetting Sales pages here…

Sprint Lay Expert

Reviewer Sgt Tony

Laying System

A loss this week, but still very profitable overall
Up to day 95

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

£1,000 Start Bank

P/L

-181.00

1,920.00

920.00

See the Sprint Lay Expert Review pages here…
See the Sprint Lay Expert Sales pages here…

Sprinter Lays

Reviewer Insp. Lee

Lay Tipping Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 30

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

75 points Start Bank

P/L

-4.76

68.52

-6.48

See the Sprinter Lays Review pages here…
See the Sprinter Lays Sales pages here…
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The Betplan
Up to Day 51

Reviewer Sgt Karl
This Week

Staking Plan

Backing Tipping Service

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

122.00

647.89

-352.11

See The Betplan Review pages here…
See The Betplan Sales pages here…

The Legacy & Saver System

Reviewer Sgt Jon

Two Backing Systems

Two separate systems
Up to day 36

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

3.31

93.92

-6.08

See the Legacy and Saver Review pages here…
See the Legacy and Saver Sales pages here…

The Low Lay

Reviewer Sgt Rich

Laying Tipping Service

Recent small losses have all been recovered
Up to day 25

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

20 point Start Bank

P/L

2.99

28.63

8.63

See the Low Lay Review pages here…
See the Low Lay Sales pages here…

The Two Heads System

Reviewer Insp. Karl

Backing System

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 56

This Week

Cumulative

P/L

400 points Start Bank

P/L

49.00

421.00

21.00

See The Two Heads System Review pages here…
See The Two Heads System Sales pages here…
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Tips for Betting

Reviewer Insp. Tony

Tennis Tipping Service

Reviewed on LayThe Odds
Up to day 15 This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 points Start Bank

P/L

-3.00

101.45

1.45

See the Tips for Betting Review pages here…
See The Tips for Betting Sales pages here…

Turf Wars

Reviewer Admin Gordon

Backing Tipping Service

A profitable week again
You can get your FREE 5-day trial here....
Up to Day 70 This Week

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Staking system

14.90

340.53

240.53

Level Stakes

22.32

158.29

58.29

See the Turf Wars Review pages here…
See the Turf Wars Sales pages here…

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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League Table of Current Reviews
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
The systems under review have different starting banks, different stakes and some systems
have variable stakes. A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work
out the profit (or loss) as a percentage of the starting bank. Obviously this table doesn’t replace
reading the reviews, because profit as %age of bank is not the only factor in judging a system.
Nevertheless, I think it is a valid at-a-glance way of bringing the mass of data together.
I’ve colour coded the reviews that are the currently most successful, with the colour of their
profitability graph to make them easier to spot. Some of the older or suspended reviews have
been taken off to make the graph look clearer.
Sprint Lay Expert and Turf Wars are firmly lodged at the top. Bonus Bagging, from
LayTheOdds has moved up higher into 3rd place.

Start
Bank

Total
Profit
/Loss

Profit as
%age of
Bank

Turf Wars Staking System

100

240.53

240.53%

1

1

Sprint Lay Expert

1000

920.00

92.00%

2

2

Bonus Bagging

250

190.50

76.20%

5

3

Major League Profits

20

13.30

66.50%

17

4

Backing Star Plan C

100

59.95

59.95%

3

5

Betfair Success Formula

100

59.64

59.64%

4

6

Bettting Profits Soccer

1000

446.62

44.66%

6

7

The Low Lay

20

8.63

43.15%

7

8

Rate The Races Strategy 2

100

22.03

22.03%

14

9

RebelBetting

2000

357.95

17.90%

8

10

The Two Heads System

400

21.00

5.25%

15

11

Pro Betfair Trading

500

8.21

1.64%

10

12

Tips for Betting

100

1.45

1.45%

9

13

Full Time Betting Income

200

-2.48

-1.24%

11

14

Expected Profits

700

-11.71

-1.67%

N/A

15

Laying Summer Profits

2000

-59.00

-2.95%

16

16

Betting Pro Trades

2000

-74.25

-3.71%

13

17

The Legacy & Saver System

100

-6.08

-6.08%

18

18

Sprinter Lays

75

-6.48

-8.64%

12

19

2020 Cricket Trading

2500

-506.30

-20.25%

19

20

My Lucky 15

200

-63.48

-31.74%

23

21

The BetPlan Staking Plan

1000

-352.11

-35.21%

22

22

Rate The Races Strategy 1

100

-72.04

-72.04%

24

23

BackandLay

1000

-807.60

-80.76%

25

24

System
Reviewed

Position Position
Last
This
Week
Week
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Profitability Graph
Here is a graph of the profit being made by the front-runners as a percentage of their starting
bank. This gives a week by week comparative view of their progress.
It gives a representation of the volatility or dependability of each system. Ideally we would
want a graph that increased each week by roughly the same amount. If a system or tipping
service could produce that, then we would really have a winning review!
With Turf Wars and Sprint Lay Expert in the lead, Bonus Bagging after three weeks, is doing
very well. It is early days yet for Major League Profits, but the Low lay is starting to look
consistent.

Profit as a %age of starting bank

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Bloggers Corner
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
Admin, Gordon has requested suggestions from readers for Systems, Strategies and Tipping
Services they would like to see reviewed. Just send the suggestions to me, at my usual address,
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com and I’ll pass them on to him.

Send your contributions to the Bloggers Corner by e-mail to me:
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
If you have something to say, don’t forget you can become a “ranter” on our Online Betting
Rant site. If you think you have what it takes we'd love to hear from you... Apply to be a
Ranter here

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Next Week & Signing Off
This is Rich signing off. Remember to read the full blogger’s review for anything that interests
you at http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/, and http://laytheodds.com so that you can get a
feel for how the service pans out on a day by day basis. Look out for the next BST newsletter
in your e-mails on July 13th. Until then, here’s to successful punting.

Regards
Rich
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